
CAMBRIDGE
| TRUST

PRIVATE BANKING WEALIH MANAGEMENT

INVESTMENT POLICY STATEMENT

ACCOUNTNUMBER: _#5497
|

ACCOUNT NAME: Town ofNew Castle, NH - Capital Reserves

INITIAL: CJ UPDATED: Xx

The purpose of,this investment policy statement is to establish a clear understanding between the authorized signatory(ies)
Town ofNewCastle,NH Trustees ofTrust Funds and

Cambridge Trust Company regarding investment goals and objectives as well as risk tolerance. This Investment Policy
Statement is intended to reflect the client’s current situation and will be periodically reviewed and updated to reflect any
changes. There is no guarantee that a certain level of return or income will be attained.
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TimeHorizon
Time horizon is defined as the amount of time assets will.be invested in securities other than cash equivalent
mutual funds. Generally, the longer a client’s time horizon is, the greater the probability of growth because there is
sufficient time to recoup losses resulting from amarket downturn. For the purposes of investing this portfolio, the
client’s time horizon is:

[[] Short term (1-3 years) [-] Intermediate term (3-7 years) Long term (+7 yeats)

Taxes
Taxability of account: [_] Taxable [X] Non-Taxable
Client’s marginal tax bracket? State of residence?

Approximate annual capital gains limit/budget, if any*? *

*An actively managed portfolio will generally incur realized gains of +/- 10% ofmarket value annually depending on market
conditions. Gains may be higher due to specific portfolio considerations such as the transition of concentrated holdings, etc.
Restrictions on annual realized capital gains should be documented in this section.

Remittances
Monthly
Quarterly [] JAJO [J FMAN [] MjsD
Other
Remit net income on

_ (day recurring payment is to be made)
Remit a fixed amount of $ on (day recurring payment is to be made)
Make payments from income and/or principal as I direct in writing
(Requests for payments to a third-partymust bemade or confirmed in writing
Make payments from income and/or principal directly to me.or a deposit-account in

‘my name, as I request verbally, and as authorized by Blanket Authorization Letter.

Restrictions/Retentions(must checkyes or no)
Does the account hold Cambridge Bancorp (CATC) stock? *] Yes X] No
Will the account hold any client-directed equity position > 10% of asset class? *[_] Yes x] No
Are there any other specific assets the client directs us to retain? *(_] Yes No
*If answering Yes to any of the above, please complete Section 9 “Directed Holdings”. Unless client directed, non-
standard legacy positions will be trimmed over time in otdet to manage gains appropriately. Positions thatwill be
held >10% due to gains should be included in Section 9.
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Are there any other trade or account restrictions? L] Yes [-] No
IfYes, please list below

Other
Are there any other unique needs or considerations?

IavestmentRiskProfile
Historically, market returns have shown that there is a relationship between the amount of risk taken and the level
of return eatned over theMing term. Generally, the greater the risk taken, the higher the return potentially earned.

The descriptions below center on the stock/bond mix thatwill comprise the majority of the portfolio. All risk

. This could include, but
is not limited to, diversifying assets such as gold and commodities. During times when these allocations are active,
the target to stocks and/or bonds will be adjusted accordingly.

The client risk profile is:

[X] Risk Averse— All Bonds and Cash: Investors who prefet to take the least amount of risk possible by holding a

portfolio of assets that are expected to experience relatively fewermarket value fluctuations than higher risk

portfolios. The potential for growth is limited. Portfolios in this category are typically 100% in bonds-and cash

equivalents. While the volatilitywill be low and there is a greater emphasis on the generation of income, the

potential for total return is less.

e The benchmarkwill be 100% bonds and cash, see appendix for further detail.

[—] Conservative (“30/70”): Investors who are willing to take a small amount of risk in their portfolios butwho still
prefer small market value fluctuations. The potential for growth may be limited. Portfolios in this category are

typically 20-40% stocks and 60-80% bonds and cash equivalents. This objective places greater emphasis on income

generation with minimal exposure to stocks.

@ The benchmarkwill be 30% stocks and 70% bonds and cash, see appendix for further detail.

[-} Moderately Conservative (“40/60”): Investors who are willing to take a small amount.of tisk in their portfolios
but who still prefer small market value fluctuations. The potential for growth may be limited. Portfolios in this

category are typically 30-50% stocks and 50-70% bonds and cash equivalents. This objective places preater emphasis
on income generation withminimal exposure to stocks.

® The benchmark will be 40% stocks and 60% bonds and cash, see appendix for further detail.
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[_] Balanced (“50/50”): Investors who are willing to take moderate risk in their portfolios but who still prefer
somewhat smaller market value fluctuations. The potential for growth is possible but the bulk of the portfolio is

dedicatedto assets with a more stable value over time. Portfolios in this category are typically 40-60% stocks and
40-60% bonds and cash equivalents. This objective is meant to achieve a mix of income generation and capital
appreciation.

e The benchmark will be 50% stocks and 50% bonds and cash, see appendix for further detail.

[_] Moderate Growth (“60/40”): Investors who wish to balance the amount of risk they take in their portfolios
with the potential for return. The potential for growth is greater although a significant part of the portfolio is

invested in assets that can act as an offset againet volatility. Portfolios in this category are typically 50-70% stocks
and 30-50% bonds and cash equivalents. This objective places emphasis on capital appreciation while still

maintaining a large portion of the portfolio in less volatile assets.

@ The benchmark will be 60% stocks and 40% bonds and cash, see appendix for further detail.

[_] Growth (“70/30”): Investors who are willing to take a large amount of risk in their portfolio in order to
maximize their return. The potential for growth may be greater, and only a small portion of their portfolio is

invested to offset volatility. The potential for losses in the short term may be greater. Portfolios in this category
are typically 60-80% stocks and 20-40% bonds and cash equivalents. This objective places greater emphasis on

capital appreciation although a significant portion is invested in less volatile assets.

The benchmark will be 70% stocks and 30% bonds and cash, see appendix for further detail.

[_] Growth Plus (“80/20”): Investors who arewilling to take a large amount of risk in their portfolio in order to
maximize their return. The potential for growth may be greater, and only a small portion of their portfolio is

invested to offset volatility. The potential for losses in the short term may be greater. Portfolios in this category
are typically 70-90% stocks and 10-30% bonds and cash equivalents. This objective places greater emphasis on

‘capital appreciation although a significant portion is invested in less volatile assets.

@ The benchmark will be 80% stocks and 20% bonds and cash, see appendix for further detail.

[_] All Equity: Investors who are willing to take a significant amount of risk in their portfolio in order to maximize
their return; intermittent volatility is not a concern. While the potential for growth may be unlimited, the potential
for losses in the short termmay also be unlimited. Portfolios in this category are typically 100% in stocks and cash

equivalents. While the volatility will be higher, there is greater potential for total return over the long term.

© The benchmarkwill be 97.5% stocks and 2.5% cash, see appendix for further detail.

[[] Other:

A list of relevant benchmarks for each profile is found in the appendix of this document.

Additional Risk Tolerance Notes:
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7. _Equity Investment Options:

Equity investments will be chosen according to account profile as weil as prevailing market
conditions. Please select from the CT equity strategies listed below.

Th order to manage diversification efficiendy, the equity allocativu be pieater than $200,000 iv be eligible for the

individual equity strategies. If the value of the equity allocation falls below thé minimum, Cambridge Trust will notify
the glignt that the account will migrate the individual equities.to a mutual fund suategy (as shown at the bottom of the
list). In certain situations, a mutual fund strategy might also be preferable for larger accounts.

A list of relevant benchmarks for each strategy is found in the appendix of this document.

[_] Core Equity: This strategy’s objective is to provide preservation and growth of capital by investing in equity
securities, primarily in the US. The focus is on high quality, large capitalization companies, and may include.a modest
allocation to select medium and smaller-sized growth companies. Other types of assets used in this strategy may
include mutual funds, ETFs and liquid alternatives to complement its individual equity holdings as appropriate.

© The primary reference benchmark for this strategy is Global Equity Benchmark: 80% S&P 500 and 20% MSCI
ACWorld ex-US Index.

[_] Equity Income: This strategy gives priority to dividend sustainability, growth potential, and yield. Focus is given to
high-quality companies that offer both current income and the opportunity for capital appreciation Other types of
assets used in this strategy may include mutual funds, ETFs and liquid alternatives to complement its individual equity
holdings as appropriate.

e The primary reference benchmark for this strategy is Global Equity Income Benchmark: 80% Nasdaq US
Broad Dividend Achievers Index and 20% S&P Global Ex-US Dividend Growers Index.

[_] Sustainable & Responsible Investment: This strategy considers envitonmental, social, and corporate governance
(ESG) criteria to generate long-term competitive financial returns and positive social impact. Other types of assets used
in this strategy may include mutual funds, ETFs and liquid alternatives to complement its individual equity holdings as

appropriate.
e The primary reference benchmark for this strategy is Global Equity Benchmark: 80% S&P 500 and 20% MSCI

ACWorld ex-US Index.

[_] StockMutual Fund: This strategy uses mutual funds (orETFs) to replicate the parameters of the respective equity
strategy. It is generally used for smaller equity portfolios in which adequate diversification cannot be achieved using
individual stocks.

e The primary reference benchmark for this strategy is the same as the respective equity strategies above
(Standard = Core Equity benchmark, SRI = SRI benchmark)

e Please note stockmutual fund choice:
[_] Standard mutual funds

[} SRI mutual funds

CJ Other:
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8. Fixed Income Investment Options:
Fixed income investments will be chosen according to account profile as well as prevailingmarket
conditions. Please select from the CT fixed income strategies listed below.

In order to manage diversification efficiently, the fixed income allocation must be greater than $250,000 to be eligible
for the individual bond strategies. If the value of the fixed income allocation falls below the minimum, Cambridge
Trust will notify the client that the account will migtate the individual bonds to 2 mutual fund strategy (as shown at the

bottom of the list). In certain situations, a mutual fund strategymight also be preferable for larger accounts.

‘A list of relevant benchmarks for each profile is found in the appendix of this document.

[} Core Bond - Taxable: This strategy focuses on the preservation and gradual growth of capital focusing on stable,
intermediate-term taxable bonds. The average portfolio credit quality is A with a targeted duration of the benchmark
+/- one year. Other types of assets used in this strategy may include mutual funds, ETFs, and liquid alternatives to

complement individual bond holdings as appropriate.
e The primary reference benchmark for this strategy is 100% Barclays Intermediate Government/Credit Index.

['] Core Bond - Municipal: This strategy focuses on the preservation and gradual growth of capital focusing on
stable, intermediate-term municipal bonds. The average portfolio credit quality is A with a targeted duration of the
benchmark +/- one year. Other types of assets used in this strategymay include mutual funds, ETFs, and liquid
alternatives to complement individual bond holdings as appropriate.

® The primary reference benchmark for this strategy is 100% Bank ofAmerica Merrill 1-10 YearMuni Index.

[1] Core Plus Bond — Taxable: This strategy focuses on the moderate growth of capital and greater income

generation by adding higher yielding taxable securities to complement core holdings. The average portfolio credit

quality is investment grade with a targeted duration of the benchmark +/- one yeat and no maturity limit. Other types
of assets used in this strategy may include mutual funds, ETFs, and liquid alternatives to complement individual bond
holdings as appropriate.

The primary reference benchmarkfor this strategy is 85% Barclays Government/Credit Index and 15%
Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corporate High Yield USD Index.

{-] Core Plus Bond — Municipal: This strategy focuses on the moderate growth of capital and greater income

generation by adding higher yielding municipal securities to complement:core holdings The average portfolio credit

quality is investment gradewith a targeted duration of the benchmark+/- one year and no maturity limit. Other types
of assets used in this strategymay include mutual funds, ETFs, and liquid alternatives to complement individual bond

holdings as appropriate.
e The primary reference benchmark for this strategy is 85% Bank ofAmerica Merrill 7-12 YearMuni Index and

15% Bloomberg Barclays Municipal High Yield Index.

(1) SRI Bond - Taxable: This strategy focuses on the preservation and gradual growth of capital by investing in stable
intermediate-term taxable bonds with consideration given to environmental, social and corporate governance (ESG)
criteria. The average portfolio credit quality is A with a targeted duration of the benchmark +/- one year. Other types
of assets used in this strategy may includemutual funds, ETFs, and liquid alternatives to complement individual bond
holdings as appropriate.

® The primary reference benchmark for this strategy is 100% Barclays Intermediate Government/Credit Index.

[_] SRI Bond - Municipal: This strategy focuses on the preservation and gradual growth of capital by investing in
stable intermediate-term municipal bonds with consideration given to environmental and sustainability criteria. The
average portfolio credit quality is A with a targeted duration of the benchmark +/- one year. Other types of assets used
in this strategy may include mutual funds, ETFs, and liquid alternatives to complement indrvidual bond holdings as

appropriate.
e ‘The primary reference benchmark for this strategy is 100% Bank ofAmerica Merrill 1-10 Yeat Muni Index.
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[_] BondMutual Fund: This strategy uses mutual funds (or ETFs) to replicate the parameters of the respective fixed
income strategy. It is generally used for smaller fixed income portfolios in which adequate diversification cannot be
achieved using individual bonds.

e The primary reference benchmark for this strategy is the same as the respective fixed income strategies above

(Standard
== Core benchmarks, SRI = SRI benchmarks, Enhanced Yield = Enhanced yield benchmark).

a Dilancn ants hand om al Gend anhainn7 2 +s mUutias CacicTcs

C] Standard mutual funds — Taxable [_J'SRI mutual funds- Taxable
[_] Standard mutual funds- National Municipal [_] SRI mutual funds- Municipal
{_} Standard mutual funds-MA Muni Focus [_] Core Plus Bond mutual funds — Taxable

[_] Core Plus Bond mutual funds — Municipal

(X] Other: Money Market Funds & CD’s

Additional Notes on Overall Policy:

This Investment Policy Statement may be updated at any time as client needs, time horizons, risk tolerances or
investment objectives change. Accounts may be rebalanced if the asset allocation varies from the ranges stated above
due to market conditions or account activity. The ranges given are guidelines and subject to change without prior
notice. The benchmarks stated are for reference only and are subject to-change if a different benchmark is decmed
more appropriate by the investment team. Security types not mentioned in this IPS may be added to the investment

strategies as deemed appropriate by the investment team. Cash received into an account will be invested over a

reasonable period of time. If there is more than one account covered by this Investment Policy Statement, the assets in
each may be invested in different assct allocations or securities but will collectively conform to the investment objective
noted above. There is no guarantee that the investments in the account will mect an expected return requirement or
tisk profile, cither individually or as a whole. Investments may lose value and are not bank or FDIC guaranteed. The
value of the portfolio may be influenced by market events, economic conditions, and specific company events.
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9. Directed Holdings:

It is our understanding that you have directed us to retain the positions listed below. Holding these securities

represents a risk to the portfolio. We hold these positions at your request and seek your written direction that the

shares be retained, even if they represent a non-standard investment position. Cavrbridge Trust Company does not assume any

habilityfor the risk, losses or costs associatedwith any client directed non-approved names or concentratedpositions where we do not havefull
discretion to sell thepositions within ourpolicyguidelines. If at any time this direction is no longer valid, please contact your
Portfolio Manager or Relationship Manager directly with written instructions.

No Discretion - The positions listed below are client directed with no discretion to sell

LimitedDiscretion -
Thepositions listed below are concentrated holdings greater than 10% of the equity asset class

with embedded gains. While the agreed strategy is to reduce these positions over several tax years, Cambridge Trust
does not have full discretion to immediately sell the positions to within policy guidelines.

Ticker/Cusip Security Name

By signing below, the parties confirm, this Investment Policy Statement accurately describes the client’s
goals, objectives and specific instructions.

Client/Trustee/Co-Trustee Acknowledgment:

Tlitoney DhlSen Dated: (2A,f,,
Sule Tames Wate? paca: __ B/rfpy

Dovedg spotAck Sen Daa: _/2/7
Relationship Manager Acknowledgment:

Dated:

Portfolio Manager Acknowledgment:

Dated:

INTERNAL/INVESTMENT DEPARTMENT USE ONLY:

TRADING GROUP: YES Not]
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CAMBRIDGE TRUST
-
BENCHMARKS & INDICES

OVERALL PORTFOLIO

*For equity income strategies, please see specializedbenchmarks listed below
**For toxable accounts: Bank ofAmerica Merril! 1-10 YearMunt index; For tax-exempt accounts: Barclays Intermediate Government/Credit index

INDIVIDUAL SECURITIES SUB-STRATEGIES
_

Core Muni
Core Plus Core CorePlus SRIBonds SRI Bonds

Fixed Income Strategy Benchmarks Muni Taxable Taxable Taxable Muni

Barclays Intermediate Government/Credit index 7 100%
85% 100%

Bank ofAmerica Merrill 1-10 YearMuni Index 100% ; 100%

Bank ofAmerica Merrill 7-12 YearMuni Index 7 85%

Bloomberg Barclays Municipal High Yield Index 1%
Bloomberg Barclays U.S.CorporateHigh Yield USD Index 15%

Global Asset Allacation strategies are considered in a seporatedocumentand may use aifferent benchmarks

KP
IS

SR
N
R

FI

Risk Avarse Conservative panied Balanced ae Growth Growth Plus All Zquity,

"of1oo" "30/70" “4o/eo" *50/50" "60/40" "70/30" "80/20" "100/0"

AssetGass Benchmark
US Equities S&PSO0* OK. 32.0% 40.0% 48.0% 56.0% 64.0% 78.086)

Internaticnal Equities MSCI ACWorld ex-US*
7 60 80% 10.0% 120% 140% 160% (9.5%

Fixed Income According to tax status** 97.5% 67.5% 57.5% $7.5% 37.5% 27.5% 17.5% 0.0%)

Cash LipperMoney Market 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.596 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% —1000%
+ —

100.0% = 100.0% = 100.0%

Equity

Equity Strategy Benchmarks _Core Equity Income SRI Equity

US Equities S&P500 | _ = 80%

International Equities MSCI ACWorld ex-US 20% 7 20%

Equity Income: US Equities Nasdaq US Broad Dividend Achievers 80%
Equity Income: International S&P Global ex-US Dividend Growers 20%
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